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A Broker on Your Side
Forex Prince is a true
No-Dealing-Desk broker
At Forex Prince there is never a conflict
of interest between us and our clients. As a
true No-Dealing-Desk broker your orders are
streamed straight to our liquidity providers and
executed completely anonymously in the market.
There is no dealing desk that knows of your ‘stop
loss’ and ‘take profit’ levels. This removes dealer
intervention and the risk of price manipulation.
The No-Dealing-Desk setup is in stark contrast to
a market maker model where the broker has an
adverse interest in the outcome of your trades as
unfortunately your loss is their gain.
At Forex Prince our sole source of income
stems from traded volume where we make only
a marginal profit on all transactions. As such, we
have absolutely no benefit in our clients losing
their money. On the contrary, we want you to
make money so you can continue trading.
When you choose to trade with Forex Prince,
you can be sure of getting a fair and transparent
trade execution model where you enjoy the
same Forex and CFD trading conditions whether
you are long or short, or whether you are
winning or not.

Trade Forex, Metals,
Oil,Energies,CFDs &
Global Indices on
tight spreads

MT4 trading with no
conflict of interest:
100% No-DealingDesk STP trade
execution
Opening

Don’t just take our word for it. See for
yourself.
Opening an FX and CFD trading account with Forex Prince couldn’t be easier
with our simple online application and numerous account funding facilities.
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Your funds
are held in
segregated
accounts

Platform
stability and
speed of
execution

MetaTrader4,
Mobile Terminal
& MAM trading
with ForexPrince

EARN WITH PRIDE

Enjoy peace
of mind with
a St. Vincent based
registered
broker

A professional
and flexible
service tailored
to your needs
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Open the Ultimate Trading Account

Trade Forex, Metals,Oil,Energies,CFDs &
Global Indices on tight spreads from ONE account
If you are looking for a truly NoDealing-Desk ECN broker that
will execute your trades fairly
and promptly in the market and
that always has your interest at
heart, look no further than Forex
Prince for the ultimate trading
experience.
Forex Prince is a St. Vincent based registered broker
specialised in Forex, Metals and CFD trading
catering to retail and institutional traders
worldwide.
Our robust infrastructure ensures minimal
system downtime and lets you enjoy
uninterrupted No-Dealing-Desk execution
on the markets’ leading trading platforms,
MetaTrader 4 at extremely competitive spreads.
Our professional and flexible service can be
tailored to your needs, and our dedicated
and knowledgeable customer service team
is there to support you with around-theclock
service 5 days a week.

Our company culture is centred on one simple philosophy,
Earn with Pride. Our mission is to provide our
clients with the very best trading experience in a secure and
regulated environment. Every effort is made to ensure an
optimal trading environment at all times.

Trade safe in the knowledge that we are
backed by the Forex Prince Group, a leading
multinational FX brokerage that brings over
20 years of accumulated expertise to bear in
the online FX and CFD market.
With offices in London, Malaysia and India
we are never too far away!

FOREX PRINCE

ForexPrince Markets Research
Whether you are a professional trader or getting to
grips with Forex trading for beginners, Forex Prince
gives you comprehensive market intelligence to inform
your strategy.
Our research department produces a wide range of
research products to keep you up-to-date on the latest
developments in the financial markets.

Our suite of market research products gives you a sound
foundation for your trading with a mix of daily and
weekly reports and videos, a blog with news and live
opinion and commentary, and our up-to-the-minute
economic calendar. We regularly host webinars where
our specialist senior analyst shares insights about the
market.

Develop your trading edge.
Subscribe to Forex Prince research.
Find out more by speaking to one of our
Representatives.

FOREX PRINCE
Leveraged Forex and CFD trading involve significant risk of loss. You could lose more than your initial deposit.

Trade on the most Powerful Platforms
Uninterrupted trading means you
can focus on your trading

Open an account with ForexPrince
today and benefit from:

Forex Prince clients can trade on the most
popular, secure and user-friendly trading platforms.
The MetaTrader 4 (MT4) is the world’s leading online
Forex and CFD trading platform for retail clients
is a multi-bank Forex trading system that exists for
retail clients.

> Access to deep FX liquidity through our large
network of banks
> Auto-execution on live, streamed prime broker
bank prices
> No pre-transaction requests for quotes
> Transparent commission without mark-ups
> Trade 100+ currency pairs on interbank prices
> Advanced Market Depth options
> User defined 1-click trading
> API connectivity

MetaTrader 4 (MT4)
MetaTrader 4 is world renowned for its userfriendly
interface and highly customisable features,
allowing traders to execute their trading strategies
with ease. Forex Prince takes the MT4 to a new
level combining simplicity with fast and fair trade
execution and a full range of features to boost your
trading.

Open a MT4 FX and CFD account with
Forex Prince and benefit from:
> FX, Gold, Oil and world indices trading on one
platform
> Pure straight through processing of all trades
> No fees or commissions
> Hedging, pending orders and trailing stops are
all allowed
> All EAs accepted
> 1-click trading direct from charts
> Free indicators, FX tools and charts
> Multi Account Manager (MAM)
> 128-bit encryption makes it a safe and secure
platform

FOREX PRINCE
Leveraged Forex and CFD trading involve significant risk of loss. You could lose more than your initial deposit.

MT4 goes Mobile
Never miss a market opportunity
again with our MT4 mobile platforms
Stay connected when on the go with the MetaTrader 4
Mobile software that allows you to manage your accounts
from portable devices like smartphones, pocket and table
PCs. Wherever you are, you can stay up-to-date on the
market’s latest developments, and take action as you
see fit. The software comes with a variety of analytical
options and graphical display of quotes in addition to the
complete trade account management.

Discover the fairest Market in the World
Embark on the FX Market with
our tailored Partnership Solutions
Improve your offering by giving your clients a
greater choice of products and platforms. By
partnering with a leading global Forex and CFD
broker ForexPrince can help you build a trading
infrastructure that will grow your client base and
increase your revenue. Whether you are a financial
institution or an individual, we will work with you
to develop a comprehensive solution that is tailored
to your clients on trading platforms that are robust
and secure.

Introducing Brokers (IB)
Our IB program helps organisations and individuals
build their client base with a tailor-made commission
strategy for introducing new clients. We offer
complete solutions to all our partners to ensure the
highest levels of service and assist in developing
your business.

accounts at the same prices as on the master
account. We provide on-going back-office support
whereby drastically reducing your administrative
work, allowing you to fully concentrate on trading

White Labels
Our White Label solution is for licensed financial
institutions looking to enter or expand their online
trading business. Our services include re-branding
and customising our trading platform to your
requirements whilst providing added-value support
services to you and your clients.

Find out more by speaking to one of our
relationship managers

Asset Managers
Our Asset Manager platform - Multi Account
Manager (MAM) is a tool that is designed to provide
Asset Managers with the ability to trade multiple
accounts with just 1-click trading. The trades will
instantly be allocated to the sequence of managed

Leveraged Forex and CFD trading involve significant risk of loss. You could lose more than your initial deposit.
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Risk Warning:

FOREX PRINCE

Forex and CFDs are leveraged products which can result in losses greater than your initial deposit; you should therefore only
speculate with money that you can afford to lose. Please ensure you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent
advice if necessary prior to entering into such transactions. Please consult forexprince.com for our full risk disclosure.

